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Light

The wizard quickly jinxed the gnomes before they vaporized

OVERSIMPLIFICATION
Ja khotel by pojti na komsomoljskij vecher

Regular

The wizard quickly jinxed the gnomes before they vaporized

DIAGONALIZABLE
Cuándo empieza el desfile de la cuadrilla

Medium

The wizard quickly jinxed the gnomes before they vaporized

FLABBERGASTING
Onde é a embaixada timorense mais próxima

Bold

The wizard quickly jinxed the gnomes before they vaporized

HYPERMODERNIST
Eu queria meu cafezinho só um pouquinho mais quentinho

Thin

The wizard quickly jinxed the gnomes before they vaporized

CREDITWORTHINESSES
Nikt nie interesuje się współczesną poezją na tej wyspie
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Thin Italic

MULTIWAVELENGTH 
Eu queria um outro pedacinho de Apfelstrudel, por favor
The wizard quickly jinxed the gnomes before they vaporized
Light Italic

The wizard quickly jinxed the gnomes before they vaporized

SOCIOBIOLOGICAL
Huyu mchawi, ona chura katika kifuko yake

Italic

The wizard quickly jinxed the gnomes before they vaporized

XERORADIOGRAPHIES
Gorbachevning boshida katta tug'ma xoli bor

Medium Italic

The wizard quickly jinxed the gnomes before they vaporized

ZOOGEOGRAPHERS
De jättelika kräftorna försöker ta över Jorden

Bold Italic

The wizard quickly jinxed the gnomes before they vaporized

UNFORGIVINGNESSES
No me importa mirar, pero prefiero no participar
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Busque un plomero en seguida

ULTRAREALISTIC 

SUBATMOSPHERIC
Juste un petit verre, s'il vous plaît

Watashi wa kichigai innu desu 
CALIBRATED

Gem ddwl yw criced

I want to rent a deck-chair

Ace Up Your Sleeve

Laparoscopic
can't get a word in edgewise
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Thin / Thin Italic - 9pt/12pt
The volume of sand is greatly affected by the presence of varying percentages of moisture in the sand. A dry loose sand that has 45 per cent. 
voids if mixed with 5 per cent. by weight of water will swell, unless tamped, to such an extent that its voids may be 57 per cent. The same sand if 
saturated with water until it becomes a thin paste may show only 37 per cent. voids after the sand has settled. Table I shows the results of tests 
made by Feret, the French experimenter. Two kinds of sand were used, a very fine sand and a coarse sand. They were measured in a box that 
held 2 cu. ft. and was 8 ins. deep, the sand being shoveled into the box but not tamped or shaken. After measuring and weighing the dry sand 
0.5 per cent. by weight of water was added and the sand was mixed and shoveled back into the box again and then weighed. These operations 
were repeated with varying percentages of water up to 10 per cent. It will be noted that the weight of mixed water and sand is given; to ascer-
tain the exact weight of dry sand in any mixture, divide the weight given in the table by 100 per cent. plus the given tabular per cent.; thus the 

Light / Light Italic - 9pt/12pt

The volume of sand is greatly affected by the presence of varying percentages of moisture in the sand. A dry loose sand that has 45 per 
cent. voids if mixed with 5 per cent. by weight of water will swell, unless tamped, to such an extent that its voids may be 57 per cent. The 
same sand if saturated with water until it becomes a thin paste may show only 37 per cent. voids after the sand has settled. Table I shows the 
results of tests made by Feret, the French experimenter. Two kinds of sand were used, a very fine sand and a coarse sand. They were mea-
sured in a box that held 2 cu. ft. and was 8 ins. deep, the sand being shoveled into the box but not tamped or shaken. After measuring and 
weighing the dry sand 0.5 per cent. by weight of water was added and the sand was mixed and shoveled back into the box again and then 
weighed. These operations were repeated with varying percentages of water up to 10 per cent. It will be noted that the weight of mixed 
water and sand is given; to ascertain the exact weight of dry sand in any mixture, divide the weight given in the table by 100 per cent. plus 

Regular / Italic - 9pt/12pt

The volume of sand is greatly affected by the presence of varying percentages of moisture in the sand. A dry loose sand that has 45 per 
cent. voids if mixed with 5 per cent. by weight of water will swell, unless tamped, to such an extent that its voids may be 57 per cent. The 
same sand if saturated with water until it becomes a thin paste may show only 37 per cent. voids after the sand has settled. Table I shows 
the results of tests made by Feret, the French experimenter. Two kinds of sand were used, a very fine sand and a coarse sand. They were 
measured in a box that held 2 cu. ft. and was 8 ins. deep, the sand being shoveled into the box but not tamped or shaken. After measuring 
and weighing the dry sand 0.5 per cent. by weight of water was added and the sand was mixed and shoveled back into the box again 
and then weighed. These operations were repeated with varying percentages of water up to 10 per cent. It will be noted that the weight 
of mixed water and sand is given; to ascertain the exact weight of dry sand in any mixture, divide the weight given in the table by 100 

Medium / Medium Italic - 9pt/12pt

The volume of sand is greatly affected by the presence of varying percentages of moisture in the sand. A dry loose sand that has 45 per 
cent. voids if mixed with 5 per cent. by weight of water will swell, unless tamped, to such an extent that its voids may be 57 per cent. 
The same sand if saturated with water until it becomes a thin paste may show only 37 per cent. voids after the sand has settled. Table 
I shows the results of tests made by Feret, the French experimenter. Two kinds of sand were used, a very fine sand and a coarse sand. 
They were measured in a box that held 2 cu. ft. and was 8 ins. deep, the sand being shoveled into the box but not tamped or shaken. 
After measuring and weighing the dry sand 0.5 per cent. by weight of water was added and the sand was mixed and shoveled back 
into the box again and then weighed. These operations were repeated with varying percentages of water up to 10 per cent. It will be 
noted that the weight of mixed water and sand is given; to ascertain the exact weight of dry sand in any mixture, divide the weight 

Bold / Bold Italic - 9pt/12pt

The volume of sand is greatly affected by the presence of varying percentages of moisture in the sand. A dry loose sand that has 45 
per cent. voids if mixed with 5 per cent. by weight of water will swell, unless tamped, to such an extent that its voids may be 57 per 
cent. The same sand if saturated with water until it becomes a thin paste may show only 37 per cent. voids after the sand has settled. 
Table I shows the results of tests made by Feret, the French experimenter. Two kinds of sand were used, a very fine sand and a coarse 
sand. They were measured in a box that held 2 cu. ft. and was 8 ins. deep, the sand being shoveled into the box but not tamped or 
shaken. After measuring and weighing the dry sand 0.5 per cent. by weight of water was added and the sand was mixed and shov-
eled back into the box again and then weighed. These operations were repeated with varying percentages of water up to 10 per 
cent. It will be noted that the weight of mixed water and sand is given; to ascertain the exact weight of dry sand in any mixture, 
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Thin / Thin Italic - 9pt/12pt

The volume of sand is greatly affected by the presence of varying percentages of moisture in the sand. 
A dry loose sand that has 45 per cent. voids if mixed with 5 per cent. by weight of water will swell, unless 
tamped, to such an extent that its voids may be 57 per cent. The same sand if saturated with water until it 
becomes a thin paste may show only 37 per cent. voids after the sand has settled. Table I shows the results 
of tests made by Feret, the French experimenter. Two kinds of sand were used, a very fine sand and a 
coarse sand. They were measured in a box that held 2 cu. ft. and was 8 ins. deep, the sand being shoveled 
into the box but not tamped or shaken. After measuring and weighing the dry sand 0.5 per cent. 

Light / Light Italic - 12pt/15pt

The volume of sand is greatly affected by the presence of varying percentages of moisture in the sand. 
A dry loose sand that has 45 per cent. voids if mixed with 5 per cent. by weight of water will swell, unless 
tamped, to such an extent that its voids may be 57 per cent. The same sand if saturated with water until 
it becomes a thin paste may show only 37 per cent. voids after the sand has settled. Table I shows the 
results of tests made by Feret, the French experimenter. Two kinds of sand were used, a very fine sand 
and a coarse sand. They were measured in a box that held 2 cu. ft. and was 8 ins. deep, the sand being 
shoveled into the box but not tamped or shaken. 

Regular / Italic - 12pt/15pt

The volume of sand is greatly affected by the presence of varying percentages of moisture in the sand. 
A dry loose sand that has 45 per cent. voids if mixed with 5 per cent. by weight of water will swell, un-
less tamped, to such an extent that its voids may be 57 per cent. The same sand if saturated with water 
until it becomes a thin paste may show only 37 per cent. voids after the sand has settled. Table I shows 
the results of tests made by Feret, the French experimenter. Two kinds of sand were used, a very fine 
sand and a coarse sand. They were measured in a box that held 2 cu. ft. and was 8 ins. deep, the sand 
being shoveled into the box but not tamped or shaken. 

Medium / Medium Italic - 12pt/15pt

The volume of sand is greatly affected by the presence of varying percentages of moisture in the 
sand. A dry loose sand that has 45 per cent. voids if mixed with 5 per cent. by weight of water will 
swell, unless tamped, to such an extent that its voids may be 57 per cent. The same sand if saturated 
with water until it becomes a thin paste may show only 37 per cent. voids after the sand has settled. 
Table I shows the results of tests made by Feret, the French experimenter. Two kinds of sand were 
used, a very fine sand and a coarse sand. They were measured in a box that held 2 cu. ft. and was 8 
ins. deep, the sand being shoveled into the box but not tamped or shaken. 

Bold / Bold Italic - 12pt/15pt

The volume of sand is greatly affected by the presence of varying percentages of moisture in the 
sand. A dry loose sand that has 45 per cent. voids if mixed with 5 per cent. by weight of water will 
swell, unless tamped, to such an extent that its voids may be 57 per cent. The same sand if satu-
rated with water until it becomes a thin paste may show only 37 per cent. voids after the sand has 
settled. Table I shows the results of tests made by Feret, the French experimenter. Two kinds of 
sand were used, a very fine sand and a coarse sand. They were measured in a box that held 2 cu. 
ft. and was 8 ins. deep, the sand being shoveled into the box but not tamped or shaken.  
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